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safari readers can copy the swatches into a photoshop file and edit it. scanned swatches will appear
in the color picker palette with the correct pantone equivalents. scanned swatches can be opened
and saved in photoshop, and in illustrator. listed below are the pantone numbers in the swatches.

you can also see a color wheel for the pantone range. you can also download the pantone color chart
at the following link:>this is a temporary link. we will update the link as soon as the new site is

online. thank you!from:shivani bhatia info@pantone.com the pantone colour books are published
monthly and come in two volumes:. the current colour of the year is always included, as well as the
colour of the new year, the pantone of the year, and the pantone pop of the year. it also includes a
pantone guide to media, new media and advertising. the previous year and current year also have
their respective pantone coated and uncoated ranges, as well as the pantone coated and uncoated
patterns and the pantone uncoated and coated wallpaper. volume 1 - the current colour of the year
is currently available from pantone. volume 2 - the pantone colour of the year is currently available
from pantone. all of the pantone books can be purchased at: volume 2 includes the pantone of the

year, pantone pop of the year and pantone design wallpaper of the year volume 1 includes the
pantone of the year, pantone pop of the year, pantone pantone of the year, pantone of the year,
pantone of the year, pantone of the year, pantone of the year, pantone of the year and pantone

uncoated wallpaper volume 2 includes the pantone of the year, pantone pop of the year and pantone
design wallpaper of the year volume 1 includes the pantone of the year, pantone pop of the year,

pantone design wallpaper of the year, pantone of the year, pantone of the year, pantone of the year,
pantone of the year, pantone of the year and pantone uncoated wallpaper
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choosing those colours for
products that will reach
the commercial mark
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means research,
information, know-how,
instinct, and of course,
time and effort. here at

colorconcept, all of those
tasks are done by us, and

we create, just for you,
unique, seasonal

concepts in colour that
will get your product

more than noted! part of
the issues with pantone
has been that pantone

has been making changes
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to color definitions over
the years. those

definitions must be
constant. if one has

existing content using a
particular color definition

and then updates that
content by placing

content using a color with
the same name but with a
different definition, there
is a major problem. which

definition prevails for
rendering how do you
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alert designers and
production personnel

about the differences do
you offer a choice this
gets quite messy! it

simply is not a matter of
adobe or any other
publishing software

developer providing new,
incompatible color swatch

definitions even if
pantone thinks that the
newer values are better.
there is a lot of excellent
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inspiration out there to
help you choose a color

that speaks to your home.
this post is for people who
want to know how to do a
color consultation without

needing to hire a
professional. this post is
for those who are new to

the world of color and
really need a basic walk

through of the numbers. i
absolutely love the little
bit of color theory that is
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put into the kids pantone
color books. i am sure this

is only a matter of time
before the pantone color

books for kids will be
available. it will be

interesting to see how the
pantone designers come
up with the designs for
these books. what kid’s
color books will you be

looking forward to?
5ec8ef588b
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